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Plain English summary

The retina of the eye (where light is detected) has a natural faint glow called ‘autofluorescence’ which can be seen using a specialised camera. Diseases of the retina can affect the intensity of this autofluorescence. As such, measuring autofluorescence of the retina (called ‘autofluorescence imaging’) could help in diagnosing retinal diseases, or in monitoring their progression or response to treatment. However, the accuracy of autofluorescence imaging for these purposes is unknown. We conducted a rigorous systematic review of research studies to clarify the diagnostic and monitoring accuracy of autofluorescence imaging. Eight relevant studies were found but they had investigated only the diagnosis, not the monitoring, of retinal diseases. Four of these studies were diagnosing different aspects of a condition called age-related macular degeneration and the other four were diagnosing different types of swelling (oedema) of the retina. All eight studies have limitations in their methods, which means that their results may not be reliable and are unlikely to be relevant to real-world clinical practice. Therefore, it is unclear whether or not autofluorescence imaging would be accurate for diagnosing or monitoring retinal diseases in clinical practice. Based on the available evidence, we provide structured recommendations for future research. There is a need for studies that are relevant to actual clinical practice, with patients similar to those who would be tested in real life and that involve comparison tests that are relevant. Studies would be helpful in diseases where autofluorescence imaging appears most useful for diagnosis and/or monitoring. These include inherited retinal diseases and ‘geographic atrophy’.
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